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Abstract

This thesis recognizes the inequity and lack of business autonomy afforded to artists within the
greater art market, due in part to socio-economic barriers to entry and professional
misconceptions perpetuated through romanticized narratives. Emerging artists are denied
accessible forms of education and the relevant tools to develop strong business and marketing
skills for entrepreneurial success; competitive atmospheres discourage mentorships at high levels
of influence and leave many mid-career and established artists with professional self-reproach.
Results from original surveys and interviews present a cross-section of the artistic profession
spanning age, gender, race, ethnicity, medium and level of experience to be analyzed. Under the
guarantee of anonymity, experienced artists provide raw insight through hindsight bias and
emerging artists share points of perturbation through lingering uncertainties. A general
unfamiliarity and discomfort with art business concepts and their autonomous applications was
documented by most respondents. Creating an accessible, comprehensive collection of reference
materials outlining the interrelated duties between common market entities, prevalent risks posed
to emerging artists and the attributes indicative of sustainable market structures will provide
emerging artists with a stable base from which to continue their career growth and self-advocacy.
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Introduction

Art practitioner and sociologist Howard Becker can capture the elusive world of

art into two phrases: “extensive division of labor” and “elaborate cooperation.”1

Information barriers ingrained into the art market facilitate lucrative profit ventures at the

expense of the emerging artist; with an emphasis on business acumen and an

understanding of market dynamics, artists can better develop valuable entrepreneurial

skills. Ageless market players have married mysticism with meritocracy to propagate a

vision of the art world just within reach, while normalizing the lack of accessible

information and gatekeeping modes of access. The industry has grown into a

polycephalic organism that feeds on expectation, revels in incongruous morals and

endures, at the mercy of its own ego.

The vast disparities in industry knowledge are only made more grievous through

insufficient MFA curriculum designed to provide artists with valuable professional

resources, but prioritizing employment in academia over entrepreneurial competency for

career security. Caricatures of the ‘starving artist’ and financial preconceptions

surrounding the legitimacy of art education, further perpetuates the belief that to be an

artist is to be financially insecure. It is accurate that an artist’s source of income is often

inconsistent and can fall short of appropriate compensation for time and material; but

these factors should not establish an absolute through which to view the profession

entirely. Opportunities exist in all phases of an artist’s career through which they may

initiate precautionary measures and steadily build a sustainable foundation of

well-informed safe guards.

1 Howard Beckner, “Preface” in Art Worlds (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 1982), xii.
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In 1973, the first major auction of a single-owner collection was held at Sotheby’s

Parke-Bernet Galleries; the collectors, Robert and Ethel Scull, liquidated their

contemporary art collection and demonstrated the financially lucrative potential of

flipping art.2 Their resulting profits paved the way for one of the greatest antagonistic

forces facing emerging artists today: art, as an asset class.3 The Scull Auction is regularly

cited in art business circles for three reasons; the first being the quantity and quality of

the Scull’s collection, the second being the moral crisis born from witnessing the

publicly-endorsed commodification of fine art, and the third being the famous anecdote,

and accompanying video, of Robert Rauschenberg shoving Robert Scull after watching

his Thaw combine sell for $85,000; when the original sale price was $900.4 Artists, who

receive no compensation from their secondary markets, are not often prepared for the

resulting financial fluctuations; as Scull observes in the video’s transcript, the profitable

flip of an artwork results in both higher demand and higher prices.5 The risk associated

with unstable rates, which primarily affects blue-chip artists, highlights the underlying

power disparity between creators and their consumer bases, at all levels.

To analyze these subjective cases as accurately as possible, collected observations

were cross-referenced with primary sources at each stage. To this end, an original Artist

5 Ibid.

4 See Appendix A.

3 Hans Abbing, “Chapter 11: Informal Barriers Structure the Arts; How Free or
Monopolized Are the Arts?” Why Are Artists Poor?: The Exceptional Economy of the
Arts (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2002), 276-277.

2 Marion Maneker, “ The Famous Rauschenberg Scull Shoving Match Didn’t Go
Down the Way You Think It Did,” Art Market Monitor, February 2nd, 2014,
https://www.artmarketmonitor.com/2014/09/02/the-famous-rauschenberg-scull-shoving-
match-didnt-go-down-the-way-you-think-it-did/.
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Career Support survey was created; results from 22 anonymous artists of different ages,

artistic practices and experience levels have been analyzed to determine common

obstacles, questions and opinions on topics such as resale royalty rights, gallery

satisfaction and elements for career growth.6 Additionally, the artists were provided

short-answer opportunities to submit personal advice, questions and concerns; this project

will include as many entries as possible. Through primary and secondary source material,

a considerable list of recurring risks were revealed, from which emerging artists

experienced the most adverse effects. In the process of determining the indicative

qualities of unhealthy, unsustainable and unethical art systems, the base-line parameters

for sustainable career development were also formed.

Responding to the growing number of disenfranchised artists, many art world

professionals have begun to build sustainable infrastructure aiding in self-advocacy

efforts and the advancement of creator rights. Gallerists, dealers and collectors, with

mutual goals towards homeostasis, are creating networks that cultivate alternative

approaches to gallery models, auction profits, representation and career management.

Utilizing these developing resources and remaining well informed on potential risks

requires a comprehensive understanding of one’s own domain within the greater art

ecosystem; recognizing different industry players and their interconnected dynamics will

provide clarity moving forward.

6 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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Robert Rauschenberg’s sentiment, yelled across a crowded room almost 50 years

ago, has remained unchanged for artists of the 21st century; the market views them as

single equity investors and sources of labor:

“I’ve Been Working My Ass Off For You To Make That Profit….”

(Robert Rauschenberg, 1973)7

The means to seize production are always within reach of the artists.

7 Robert Rauschenberg, The Scull Auction, 1973. See Appendix A.
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Chapter One - Industry Players

The Art Market

The global marketplace dedicated to the trading of commodities, services and

works relating to art is principally referred to as the art market. The true origin of this

body is as difficult to pinpoint as the initial spark between humanity and art. Each has

been traced back to our earliest ancestors through collection-building and the esoteric

alchemy that turns objects into artifacts. As human culture began to mature and develop

complex socioeconomic systems, the art world followed suit. Structured financialization

of the art market is frequently attributed to the Dutch Golden Age of the 17th century,

where year-round commerce centers were dedicated to the art trade.8 The newfound

demand saw former painters enter the working middle class and become early examples

of dealers and art retailers. Between the artist guilds and monopolistic management

theory, supply and demand were carefully monitored and, at times, artificially regulated.9

When lucrative estates needed to be reintegrated into the market, the auction industry

rose to accommodate growing sources of secondary goods.10 From these compounding

developments, Europe’s art markets began to mature and cities like Paris, Venice,

10 “A Brief Overview of the Dutch Art Market in the 17th Century,” Essential
Vermeer 3.0, accessed August 8th, 2022,
http://www.essentialvermeer.com/dutch-painters/dutch_art/ecnmcs_dtchart.html#Patrona
ge.

9 Tulip Mania, an infamous example of market speculation, also took place during
the Dutch Golden Age.

8 “Making, Meaning and Market: 17th Century Dutch Painting from the Hunterian
Art Gallery,” Hunterian Gallery, accessed August 6th, 2022,
https://dutch.arts.gla.ac.uk/markets.htm.
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Florence and Rome became synonymous with visual wealth. As the 19th century gave

way to the 20th, the auxiliary branches of the art world began to unfold en masse. As of

the 21st century, the art market contains one of the largest concentrations of exchanged

commodities in the world and has expanded into most digital and physical territories.11

Dealers

The dealer, who takes on many other roles including gallerist, advisor, collector

and confidant, is a connecting thread between the buyer and the seller. Figures like

Joseph Duveen, Paul Durand-Ruel, Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler and Ambroise Vollard are

regarded as founding fathers of the occupation; especially the latter three, for their roles

in propagating the avant-garde scene.12 Their expansion of market relations between

Europe and North America formed some of the United State’s most prestigious

collections and began to supplant galleries as the artist’s retail touchstone.13 A dealer

serves as intermediary between artists and collectors; they purchase, consign and sell on

behalf of others and facilitate networking opportunities between artists and outside

representation.14 Successful dealers, who have found themselves written into art history

14 Judith Prowda, “Chapter 7: The Artist-Dealer Relationship” in Visual Arts and
The Law: A Handbook for Professionals (Surrey: Lund Humphries; in association with
Sotheby’s Institute of Art, 2013), 134-135.

13 Janet Wolff, “Chapter 2: The Social Production of Art” in The Social
Production of Art (New York City, NY: New York University Press, 1984), 40-41.

12 Arianna Richetti, “La Peau de L’Ours: Avant-Garde Art as an Investment,”
Daily Art Magazine, January 17th, 2022,
https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/la-peau-de-lours/.

11 Joni Maya Cherbo, “Chapter 5: About Artists” in Understanding the Arts and
Creative Sector in the United States (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press,
2008), 177-196.
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canon, played instrumental roles in shifting the cultural gaze towards new movements

and artists. Leo Castelli, whose name is spoken in most circles with reverence and

mythological weight, championed some of the 20th century’s most iconic artists and

shaped a dealer-philosophy around who was buying rather than what was being sold. His

influence resulted in a cultural zeitgeist that inspired much of the 21st century’s creation

and conduct:

My responsibility is the myth-making of myth material—which handled
properly and imaginatively, is the job of a dealer—and I have to go at it
completely. One just can’t prudently build up a myth. (Leo Castelli, 1966)15

Learning through industry experience and unorthodox observation, a dealer

sharpens their eye for the offbeat and trains a sixth sense to appraise the unknown. In art

media, dealers are depicted as the lone, hunting wolf, materializing at opening nights and

stalking the MFA circuits every spring; many of the Zombie Formalists in Chapter Two

were discovered with these strategies. If an emerging artist is struggling to synthesize

their professional identity, a dealer can help; if a collector is searching for new pieces to

strengthen their investment portfolio, a dealer knows the way. They are the switchboard

operators of the art world and often represent the first points of contact between emerging

artists and the greater art market. In an industry that monetizes vulnerabilities, the

partnerships that form can grow to become deeply personal bonds, spanning decades. For

15 Noah Horowitz, Art of the Deal: Contemporary Art in the Global Finance
Market (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2011), 8.
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artists in the process of forming early network connections, there are few individuals

more valuable than an art dealer who is truly invested in your success.

Galleries

After building a reliable network of collectors and artists, many dealers segue

their business into brick and mortar galleries to establish a centralized location and allow

for the exhibition of selected stock; they typically take one of two main approaches, that

of the commercial gallery or the fine art gallery. The former prioritizes quantity by

displaying as many pieces as possible without much curatorial intention; the latter

focuses heavily on creating an exclusive, well-conceived exhibition for a limited

collection of artists.16 A gallery’s purpose builds upon the dealer’s base functions to form

an official fiduciary relationship with an artist, which requires a high standard of care and

an expectation to act in the best interest of all represented parties.17 If there are enough

available resources, multiple artists can enter into this relationship and diversify the range

of works being exhibited and shown to collectors.18 By extending offers of representation

to artists, a gallery is looking to add new sources of income through the expansion of

available artwork and absorption of the artist's existing collector base. In exchange,

18 Michael Findlay, “Chapter 1: Thalia, the Commercial Value of Art” in The
Value of Art (Munich: Prestel, 2012), 18-21.

17 Judith Prowda, “Chapter 7: The Artist-Dealer Relationship” in Visual Arts and
The Law: A Handbook for Professionals (Surrey: Lund Humphries; in association with
Sotheby’s Institute of Art, 2013), 134-135.

16 Brainard Carey, “Chapter 4” in The Art World Demystified: How Artists Define
and Achieve Their Goals (New York City, NY: Allsworth Press, 2016), N/A.
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association with a gallery provides access to art fairs, international venues and can

‘legitimize’ an artist in the eyes of other consumers.19

On average, a gallery should provide some form of the following: exhibition

spaces, administrative and curatorial staff, advertising, investment resources,

participation and organization of art-related events, insurance and general public

sponsorship. When an artist begins to seek representation, they should carefully consider

each provision a gallery is willing to, and capable of, providing. Assuming a fiduciary

role indicates an intention to forgo all personal advantage, respect confidentiality,

disclose pertinent information and carefully manage the consigned property of an artist.20

In an interview with Bennett Roberts, the gallerist and cofounder of Roberts Project in

Los Angeles, CA, he emphasized the importance of an artist gallery relationship that

shares similar minds, mutual goals and identical dreams.21 In the past decade, the gallery

sub-industry has seen a rise in alternative management styles; they have chosen to forgo

tradition and experiment with new employment theory, access to physical spaces and

public relations. These variations are offering emerging artists the option to truly

customize their relationships within the art market. 22

22 Tulsa Kinney, “Bennett Roberts,” Artillery Magazine, November 2nd, 2021,
https://artillerymag.com/bennett-roberts/.

21 Bennett Roberts (dealer, gallerist and co-founder of Roberts Project in Los
Angeles, CA) in discussion with author, November 2022.

20 Judith Prowda, “Chapter 7: The Artist-Dealer Relationship” in Visual Arts and
The Law: A Handbook for Professionals (Surrey: Lund Humphries; in association with
Sotheby’s Institute of Art, 2013), 134-135.

19 Beatrice Esguerra, “What is the Purpose and Role of an Art Gallery? It’s Not
Simply an Art Store,” BEA, June 13th, 2022,
https://www.beatrizesguerra-art.com/blog/31-what-is-the-purpose-and-role-of-an-an-expe
rt-perspective-from-a-gallery-owner-and/.
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The Contractual Gallery Model

Although a gallery traditionally offers the services outlined above, smaller spaces

with less funding, more emerging artists and a local consumer base have begun

experimenting with alternative administration models. During the shutdown of 2020,

Destinee Ross-Sutton, the “wunderkind” curator of Ross-Sutton Gallery in New York

City, partnered with Christie’s for her show, Say It Loud (Black and Proud), to showcase

one of the first examples of an artist’s rights contract being utilized by a major auction

house.23 24 Upon a successful sales debut that granted artists 100% of the profits, in

addition to a 15% resale commission, the Ross-Sutton Gallery amended the newly named

Ross-Sutton Agreement and officially incorporated it into company sales protocol.25 26

Gallerist and founder Ross-Sutton has applied and instituted a strong contractual gallery

model that prioritizes binding, legal agreements over intangible industry standards. A

contract, whether written by an expert or personally drafted, can have an immense impact

on the autonomy, organization, efficiency and confidence of an emerging, mid-career or

26 Eileen Kinsella, “Speculation on Black Artists Has Gotten So Intense That for
Christie’s Latest Sale, Its Curator Is Asking Buyers to Sign a Special Contract,” Artnet,
Artnet News, August 13th, 2020,
https://news.artnet.com/market/say-loud-show-christies-1901685.

25 Ross-Sutton Gallery has since amended the divisions of profit between artist
and gallery outlined in the Ross-Sutton Agreement.

24 Daria Simon-Harper, “Christie’s Makes Collectors Who Buy from Exhibition of
Works by Black Artists Pledge Not to Flip Them,” Artsy, August 14th, 2020,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-collectors-buying-christies-exhibition-works-
black-artists-pledge-flip.

23 Annie Levin, “Destinee Ross Sutton,” Observer, June 30th, 2021,
https://observer.com/power-series/player/destinee-ross-sutton/.
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established artist. During an interview for this study, an emerging artist expressed doubt

over whether a contract would be of much use at the beginning of one’s career due to

relatively smaller sales, the critical nature of collector approval and the potential early

benefits to flipping.27 Although the artist’s opinion was well-founded, adopting a

contract-based approach for emerging career management can still provide clarity and

assistance with matters concerning professional organization, asset maintenance and legal

insurance; furthermore, it is a wholly autonomous method, without need of a gallery or

dealer to function.28

The Collectivist Gallery Model

Another growing alternative to the art world’s corporate framework prioritizes a

strict adherence to democratic function. Commonwealth and Council, a gallery in

Koreatown, Los Angeles, has taken a ‘collectivist’ approach to their artist partnerships.

Born from early creative co-op models, Young Chung, a curator, and Gala Porras-Kim, an

artist, formed a communal business entity. Like many grassroot omphali in the art world,

the acquisition of early resources was facilitated through mutual interdependence and a

strong network of interconnected, like minded artists. Commonwealth and Council was

aptly named for Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s post-Marxist text, Commonwealth,

28 Chapter Three: Tools for Self-Advocacy will go into further detail on emerging
artist contracts.

27 BEZNAY (multimedia conceptual artist) in discussion with author, November
2022.
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as well as the concept of a democratic ‘council.’29 Industry experts like Kibum Kim, who

specializes in art law, joined the project as it was given a physical space through the DIY

efforts of its artists; birthing a rare artist-centric gallery collective. In addition to curated

exhibitions, the group also supports educational and public projects and decides how

gallery funds are allocated, emphasizing communal health insurance and emergency aid

funds.30

With adaptable provisions and self-determinant management, Commonwealth and

Council has superseded the art world’s anti-union framework and adopted a pro-union

self-imposed standard. Their artists enjoy aspects of career security that most others do

not and cannot. In exchange, the artists must maintain active roles in their market

management and that of others, in addition to the general supervision over shared assets.

For many, the business side of being an artist is the least desirable and most daunting

aspect. Beyond network expansion, representation by a gallery allows artists to delegate

the maintenance of financial and legal matters. The collectivist model is not for all

creators; however, Commonwealth and Council has grown to occupy a prominent role in

the Los Angeles art scene and continues to illustrate the potential for art world

unionization.

30 Katie Donogue, “Young Chung and Kibum Kim Are a Gallery More Like A
Family,” Whitewall, November 2nd, 2020,
https://whitewall.art/art/young-chung-kibum-kim-making-gallery-like-family.

29 Caribbean Fragoza, “An Uncommon Bond: The Influential L.A. Gallery
Commonwealth and Council Favors Camaraderie Over Business as Usual,” Artnet News,
February, 20th 2014,
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/commonwealth-and-council-gallery-shaping-art
-2020s-1202676356/.
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Collectors

Individual collectors are responsible for two significant consumer roles: financial

micro driver and aesthetic reaper. Depending on the collector’s social circle, each

purchase has the potential to introduce new market entrants and influence customer

demographics. The modern art market is based on a hybrid-prediction model where the

main commodity derives its value from cultural desirability and financial speculation. It

is a market that attracts many financially savvy collectors for the same reasons that one is

attracted to the stock market– potential future profits and the hedge against inflation.31

Most collectors present the characteristics of one, or more, of the four driver-types: the

connoisseur, the enterprising collector, the aesthete and the trophy hunter.32 Being able to

recognize these consumer patterns will provide emerging, mid-career and established

artists with a clearer understanding of how and why their markets fluctuate in tandem

with socioeconomic bubbles.33

33 Katya Kazakina, “Art-Flipping Speculators Boost the Young Artist Market,”
Bloomberg, February 13th, 2014,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-02-13/art-flipping-speculators-boost-the-
young-artist-market?leadSource=uverify%20wall.

32 Evan Beard, “The Four Types of Art Collectors,” Artsy, January 22nd, 2018,
https://www.artsy.net/article/evan-beard-four-tribes-art-collectors.

31 Arianna Richetti, “La Peau de L’Ours: Avant-Garde Art as an Investment,”
Daily Art Magazine, January 17th, 2022,
https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/la-peau-de-lours/.
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The Connoisseur

The connoisseur's motivation is intellectual discovery.34 Their collections rarely

adhere to domino-effect market trends and are solely influenced by the opinions of

experts. A connoisseur will socialize selectively with those who recognize and appreciate

the subtitles in their field. This particular group tends to focus on the history of art and

has a legacy of seeing their home curiosity cabinets grow into encyclopedic museums. In

earlier centuries, this drive to build a diverse and academically extensive collection led

many to obtain objects either illegally, unethically or immorally– many of which have

come to be reexamined in the modern era.35

The Enterprising Collector

The enterprising collector is perhaps the broadest and most recognizable

consumer persona in the modern-day art market. They are the attending majority at any

art fair and are not often dissuaded by six and seven figure listings. The enterprising

collector seeks out the new and experimental and aspires to restructure existing art

history canon. They typically embody a real estate or Wall Street-esque persona and

allow competitive motivation to bleed between career and pleasure. This group is,

perhaps, the most important for an emerging artist to be aware of, as the consumer’s

desire to obtain favorable deals and access to more prolific pieces does not take into

35 A deeper examination of this topic can be found in the author’s undergraduate
thesis, “Losing Their Marbles: An Examination into the International Disputes
Surrounding Elgin’s Marbles and What it Means for Repatriation Efforts Around the
World.”

34 “Clement Greenberg vs Harold Rosenberg,” The Art Story, accessed November
1st, 2022, https://www.theartstory.org/critics-greenberg-rosenberg.htm.
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account potential repercussions facing the creators. A disparaging term for this group

would be the ‘Culture Vultures,’ as they are always circling the prophet’s profit. 36

The Aesthete

The third grouping of collectors is the aesthete, the least self-conscious and

concerned with global trends; their drive to purchase art is far more existential in nature.

An aesthete seeks the expression of an internal awareness over which they agonize,

through the platonic forms of another’s creation. An aesthete obeys their visceral, innate

instinct when determining what to purchase. Although their taste often places them on the

frontier of a yet-to-be-seen thematic mania, they do not seek the cutting-edge. Their

drives are introspective and they welcome revelations through the eyes of others. Art

represents an end unto itself, free from constraints and loyal to the mind.37 For many

artists, emerging or established, the ideal collector is the aesthete. Their appreciation is

authentic, their interest is unending and their patronage is faithful.38

38 Christie’s, “Collecting Power Couple Don and Mera Rubell on Their Passion
Project– Rubell Museum DC,” Christie’s, April 23rd, 2020,
https://www.christies.com/features/chinese-contemporary-collecting-stories-don-and-mer
a-rubell-10379-1.aspx. The Rubell’s collecting profile demonstrates a mix of enterprising
collector and aesthete characteristics; their sales record is exceptionally low while
aligning with cycling trends; this will be discussed further in Chapter 3: Tools for
Self-Advocacy.

37 Pierre Bourdieu, “Preliminaries” in The Field of Cultural Production: Or the
Economic World Reversed (New York City, NY: Columbia University Press, 1993),
317-318.

36 Stefan Simchowitz is an infamous example of the enterprising collector and will
be discussed later on in Chapter 2: Emergent Risks.
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The Trophy Hunter

The trophy hunter represents the greatest source of concentrated wealth among

the four categories. Whether obtained through occupation or inheritance, this group very

rarely encounters a financial barrier. These are the individuals capable of bidding $450.3

million on a dubious DaVinci and storing it on a private yacht.39 Trophy hunters treat art

collection like an ego’s treasure hunt. They can search for years to find specific, highly

sought-after pieces and are attracted to objects and works of legendary proportion.40 A

trophy hunter is not the type to regularly attend art world events. They resurface

intermittently while monitoring what pieces are being brought to auction blocks and

exhibition halls. Trophy hunters and connoisseurs are the collector-genre least likely to

cross paths with an emerging artist; they prefer the secondary market’s ‘safety in

numbers.’

40 Kelly Crow, “The Man With 800 Warhols,” The Wall Street Journal, January
4th, 2008, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB119940749725466431.

39 Katya Kazakina, “That Missing $450 Million Da Vinci Painting Is Reportedly
on Saudi Crown Prince MBS' Yacht,” Time, June 10th, 2019,
https://time.com/5604018/missing-da-vinci-painting-mbs-yacht/.
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Chapter Two - Emergent Risks

When one makes the decision to become a career artist, the overwhelming amount

of unknowns can be daunting. Artistry has never offered an easy path forward, especially

one providing financial security.41 The rise of the art asset class, which has led to a boom

in portfolio management companies, has further complicated an already convoluted

system.42 Keeping with the subjective nature of this career path, success looks widely

different to each individual.43 It is not often that one becomes an artist for the job

benefits; fulfillment from the creative process can justify less than equitable

compensation, unlike other professions in which payment justifies service. For many

artists, creation is a compulsive passion, more so akin to an autonomic function than

conscious choice. Becoming an artist, in the fiscal sense, is the search for equilibrium

between materiality and corporeality.

Towards this end, common obstacles frequently revolve around the business

management responsibilities associated with the profession. Artists who seek higher

education through a Masters of Fine Art (hereafter referred to as MFA) are met with

programs designed to develop technical skills and provide interdisciplinary exploration.

43 Paddy Johnson, “Art Problems: I Don’t Make Art to Sell; Do I Still Belong in
the Art World,” Hyperallergic, November 30th,
2022.https://hyperallergic.com/784192/art-problems-dont-make-art-to-sell-do-i-still-belo
ng-in-the-art-world/.

42 “Introducing: The Artnet Intelligence Repost, Fall 2022 Edition,” Artnet News,
October 27th, 2022,
https://news.artnet.com/market/introducing-the-artnet-intelligence-report-fall-2022-editio
n-2199281.

41 Hans Abbing, Why Are Artists Poor?: The Exceptional Economy of the Arts
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2002).
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An MFA can offer artists a path towards greater financial stability by providing

appropriate teaching qualifications; many artists choose this route while simultaneously

growing their practice.44 The terminal MFA degree was not created to provide a formal

business administration curriculum; experience and mentorship are some of the only

options available by which to learn these skills. A working artist is a business owner,

brand ambassador and general entrepreneur; prioritizing self education to properly

advocate for oneself is critical.45 Fame and fortune are transformative properties when

applied to relationships and it is imperative to ensure personal protection when others

cannot.

Network Vigilance

How does one form the connections and boundaries necessary to grow a

prosperous and lucrative career in fine art? What are the potential pitfalls and risks

presented by these relationships? In May 2022, the ‘millennial Botticelli’ Anna Weyant,

age 27, became the youngest artist represented by the mega gallery, Gagosian.46 She

bypassed the standard gallery pipeline and moved directly from the small-scale Blum &

46 Kelly Crow, “Three Years Ago, Her Art Sold for $400 at the Beach. Not it
Fetches Up To $1.6 million at Auction,” The Wall Street Journal, June 18th, 2022,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/anna-weyant-paintings-larry-gagosian-11655482365.

45 Brainard Carey, “Chapter 3: Presentation Tools and Techniques for Artists” in
Making it in the Art World: New Approaches to Galleries, Shows, and Raising Money
(New York City, NY: Allsworth Press, 2011), 55-68.

44 “A Study on the Financial State of Visual Arts Today,” Creative Independent,
accessed September 4th, 2022, https://thecreativeindependent.com/artist-survey/.
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Po and 56 Henry to an international blue-chip powerhouse.47 Painterly skill and a

well-connected network each contributed to her ascent, but problems arose when her

romantic relationship with gallery founder and art world heavyweight, Larry Gagosian,

was made public; misogynistic gossip has followed Weyant since the relationship was

first reported in 2021. Intimate connections formed through an artist's network can pose

great threats to the legitimacy of one’s ability and merit, especially if the artist is female

or there is an imbalance in professional power.48 An individual’s perceived right to

privacy diminishes as their net worth grows, increasing the likelihood of exposure and

publicly analyzed relations.

The creation and pointed evolution of an artist’s network is integral for securing

future opportunities, favors, followings and collaborations. The concept extends far

beyond the art world’s influence and permeates most other private and public sectors;

propensity for community-building is deeply rooted within the human psyche. Social

hierarchies, exclusivity and ingroups and outgroups cast a morally gray pallor over the

market’s interconnected populations. Handshake deals, word of mouth references and

“who you know”-based accessibility are oftentimes the ruling determinants of one’s

48 Mieke Marple, “Op-Ed: The Anna Weyant Media Circus is a Window into Art
World Sexism and Power,” Artnet News, August 10th,
2022,https://www.artnews.com/art-news/opinion/anna-weyant-art-world-sexism-power-la
rry-gagosian-1234636156/.

47 Alex Greenberger, “27-Year-Old Painter Anna Weyant Becomes Youngest
Artist to Join Gagosian Amid Rumors of Romantic Relationships,” Art News, May 6th,
2022,
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/anna-weyant-gagosian-representation-12346278
97/.
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professional standing.49 For some collectors, lacking the right connections can be the

most persistent obstacle between their wallet and a highly desired piece or artist. In the

art world, contacts rarely become null and void; if an individual shifts career paths

entirely, their connections will typically remain agreeable. Once inundated within the art

scene, no matter economic class or social standing, many people remain interested in the

field and participate as they are able. Going so far as to surmount death, a pointed

character reference may lead to new acquaintances and social currency.

Insomuch as an artist’s network is a strength, it can also result in contentious

proposals. As a career grows and success begins to follow, the likelihood of becoming an

art-posse attraction is inevitable. Fame exerts an otherworldly gravitational effect, which

in turn creates an artist-centric system. Reflexive community-building, occasionally

resembling a swarm, finds the easiest purchase below leading individuals. Artists should

prioritize their own interests and proceed with caution as new industry aficionados come

forward. A common scenario that arises in these situations are business deals presented

by collectors, advisors, managers, dealers, collaborators or even friends. The proposals

are not often crafted with malicious intent, nor are they made to benefit the artist; all

offers should be considered thoughtfully and without rush.

In 2019, art professionals Jeremy Larner of JKL Worldwide, Josh Baer of Baer

Fax and David Mugrabi of the famous trophy hunter family presented a lucrative deal to

the painter, Amoako Boafo. Larner and Boafo, the former filling in as an unofficial

49 Nate Freeman, “The Swift, Cruel, Incredible Rise of Amoako Boafo: How
Feverish Selling and Infighting Built the Buzziest Artist of 2020,” Artnet News,
November 28th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/amoako-boafo-1910883.
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advisor for the latter, had already formed a familiar relationship.50 Since 2018, Boafo had

seen an exorbitant rise in his primary and secondary markets; shows were sold out and

recent pieces were already being consigned to auction. Looking to profit off of the

speculation craze, the three aforementioned collectors brought their deal to Boafo in

which he would agree to paint fifty new 40x40 inch pieces that would be sold to the trio

for a total of $1 million. If Boafo had accepted the deal, his secondary market would have

fallen under the trio’s control while they manipulated his demand and profit rates.

Reflecting on the experience, Boafo has said that declining the deal was the “best

decision I made.”51

Notwithstanding this example, Larner’s presence in Boafo’s network was a

positive contributing factor to the artist’s residency with the Rubell Family Art Collection

in Miami, FL; which introduced a valuable new source of patronage.52 53 Choosing to

resist the temptation of similar offers can be an extremely difficult decision to make;

especially when a sum of such magnitude could mean shelter, sustenance, stability and

safety to an artist currently going without. For emerging artists, or those experiencing

financial insecurity, these deals represent an opportunity to waylay life stressors and

make time for continued creative efforts. Entering the market with an unencumbered

capacity for free thinking is more challenging than one might think. Artists are lauded for

53 This topic will be expanded upon in Chapter 3: Tools for Self-Advocacy.

52 Ibid.

51 Nate Freeman, “The Swift, Cruel, Incredible Rise of Amoako Boafo: How
Feverish Selling and Infighting Built the Buzziest Artist of 2020,” Artnet News,
November 28th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/amoako-boafo-1910883.

50 Kelly Crow, “The Man With 800 Warhols,” The Wall Street Journal, January
4th, 2008, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB119940749725466431.
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their idiosyncratic views; but when it comes to business matters, there is a professional

expectation to default towards industry experts. Artists, not looking to manage financial

and legal intricacies, willingly pass the responsibilities on to their associates; this is

where free thinking can begin to lose its footing.

Institutional Passivity

Artist and Gallery

When an artist and gallery enter into an official partnership, the objective is to

maintain a symbiotic association; several gallerists have likened the commitment to

marriage, both parties enter with the intent to remain united.54 Each entity serves a useful,

but not imperative, function to the other. When an artist is determining the compatibility

between morals and mission, an important detail to discern is what exactly “success”

means to the gallery and how that answer affects the artist’s own definition.55 There are

some galleries that primarily view art as an asset class; this mindset is more prolific

among blue-chip mega galleries where an artist may begin to resemble their profit margin

rather than their vision.56 On the smaller scale, one may enjoy forming more familiar

connections with their gallerist and director; however, if boundaries are not established

between the personal and the professional, interactions can become noxious.

56 Tim Schnieder, “Who Survived the Zombie Apocalypse? We Surveyed the
Wreckage of the Last Great Art-Market Fad,” Artnet, October 31st, 2018,
https://news.artnet.com/market/survivors-of-the-zombie-apocalypse-1383025.

55 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Or the Economic World
Reversed (New York City, NY: Columbia University Press, 1993).

54 Bennett Roberts (dealer, gallerist and co-founder of Roberts Project in Los
Angeles, CA) in discussion with author, November 2022.
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The traditional commission split between a gallery and artist should be divided

50/50 on the sale of two-dimensional works, this may vary with three-dimensional

pieces.57 All reputable galleries should hold this as an absolute, but emerging artists

without prior experience may be manipulated into accepting unequal payments passed off

as industry standards. Further cause for wariness lies with the timely, and accurate,

distribution of funds. Some galleries have been known to take an artist’s portion from a

recent sale and redirect it towards the associated costs of another artist's upcoming

exhibition. Occasionally, this will happen when a gallery is experiencing an unusual

depletion in funds, likely stemming from the slow payment rate of their collectors. In

other cases, this ‘occasional’ financial patchwork will evolve into a self-circulating drain

of delayed deposits and tenuously funded shows. At any phase in one’s career, but

especially so for emerging artists, confrontation can present a double bind: remain silent

and accept the unnecessary consequences of obstructed pay or approach gallery

leadership and potentially face an ultimatum between compensation and representation.

As the artist is a direct source of income for the gallery, concessions should be granted;

however, no outcome is guaranteed. When issues arise in an imbalanced partnership,

there is often a recurring fear of abandonment through ceased representation. By

clarifying the purposefully opaque nature of a gallery’s normative functions, artists who

are not yet represented may form a better understanding of the terms and services they

57 Daniel Grant, “Chapter 3: Expanding the Area of Sales and Income” in The
Business of Being an Artist (New York City, NY: Allworth Press, 2015), 223-232.
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seek; they may even decide that the artist-gallery union is not the mode of market

representation they wish to take.58

The art world is characterized by a lack of tangible contracts and proclivity

towards narcissism; prompting many galleries to monitor their artists and surrounding

network with a defensive hyper-awareness. By accepting representation from a gallery,

artists collectively ensure its continued survival. Although an artist may feel that they

have less power in this dynamic, the gallery cannot exist without their continued

cooperation. Comparatively, an artist can easily function without gallery input; which is

where collectivist gallery models and co-op artist groups step in.59 From the gallery’s

perspective, this puts them in a very vulnerable position; artists can be ‘stolen’ by other

institutions, persistent collectors or even former employees. If an artist leaves, barring

removal, the decision was likely voluntary. This was the case with Anna Weyant’s path to

Gagosian, which was not a seamless transition. The move led to a public falling out with

her former gallery, Blum & Poe, which prompted the co-founder, Tim Blum, to consign

one of her paintings to auction. The sale, labeled a “revenge consignment” by journalists,

set an auction record of $1.6 million the same month Gagosian announced her

59 Katie Donogue, “Young Chung and Kibum Kim Are a Gallery More Like A
Family,” Whitewall, November 2nd, 2020,
https://whitewall.art/art/young-chung-kibum-kim-making-gallery-like-family.

58 Henry Neuendorf, “Fed Up With Speculators, Artist Lucien Smith Quit His
Galleries. Now He’s Been Rewarded With His First Solo Museum Show,” Artnet, August
18th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/market/lucien-smith-parrish-museum-1902292.
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representation.60 Professional divorce can spawn network repercussions, but departure

may be worth the risk if the alternative option has become stagnant.

Active and attentive market management is a less noticeable, but just as

important, fiduciary duty.61 This primarily refers to the scarcity, and resulting uptick in

demand, that a gallery can create by strategically withholding an artist’s work from going

to market. For some galleries, this may entail a ‘wait list’ or ‘blacklist’; both terms refer

to a non-tangible record of collectors who are either waiting for available supply or

specifically marked as transactional risks. Social media art satire accounts, like Jerry

Gogosian, parody the random rationale behind gallery waiting lists, suggesting that the

order is completely dependent on current sales schemes.62 Alternatively, the blacklist’s

reality is frequently disputed. Some label it as an art world wife's tale, but a gallery, who

requested anonymity, confirmed their participation in blacklist practices. Both systems

are methods by which a gallery regulates the artist’s primary market. If, however, proper

precautions are not taken, an artist can suffer from repeated flips by enterprising

collectors, the risk of which rises in tandem with fame.63

63 Andreja Velimirović, “How Does Art Flipping Work: Galleries in Focus,”
Widewalls, January 19th, 2018, https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/art-flipping.

62 Hilde Lynn Helphenstein/Jerry Gogosian, Instagram: @jerrygogosian, 2018,
https://www.instagram.com/jerrygogosian/

61 Judith Prowda, “Chapter 7: The Artist-Dealer Relationship” in Visual Arts and
The Law: A Handbook for Professionals (Surrey: Lund Humphries; in association with
Sotheby’s Institute of Art, 2013), 134-135.

60 Mieke Marple, “Op-Ed: The Anna Weyant Media Circus is a Window into Art
World Sexism and Power,” Artnet News, August 10th,
2022,https://www.artnews.com/art-news/opinion/anna-weyant-art-world-sexism-power-la
rry-gagosian-1234636156/.
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Public Art

For many artists, entering into the collection of a public institution symbolizes the

possibility of immortality. To varying degrees, it is a confirmation of cultural impact; a

lasting resource that can be referenced by the public, scholars and other artists years after

death. Many public collections and museums were founded with strict tenets that forbade

deaccessioning, only to be permitted in the case of dire financial straits. Although

inclusion within a collection guarantees physical preservation, it does not ensure

exhibition or academic examination.64 During previous art market bubbles, when

speculation and rapid turn-over rates were catapulting artist’s demand, galleries and

collectors adopted BOGO “by one, get one” deals to circumvent waitlists and increase

sales.65 In this agreement, a collector is able to purchase two pieces, one intended for their

private collection and another to be donated to a public institution.

In theory, this creates a ‘two-birds-one-stone’ scenario; it has also been referred to

as a “virtuous cycle”.66 A gallery receives financial satisfaction from doubled sales and

simultaneously places one of their artists in a museum collection; the collector becomes a

priority buyer and can deduct the purchase price as a non-profit donation. BOGO deals

are often extended to collectors who have pre-established connections with curators,

museum board trustees and other museum professionals. Disadvantages to BOGO deals

66 Ibid.

65 Katya Kazakina, “The Curse of BOGO? Why Forcing Collectors Hungry for
Hot New Art to Buy One and Give One (to a Museum) May Be a Very Bad Idea,”
Widewalls, April 8th, 2022,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/bogo-buy-one-give-one-2096342.

64 Victoria Newhouse, Art and the Power of Placement (New York City, NY:
Monacelli Press, 2005).
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lie in the false sense of demand imposed on the market. It also permits collectors to act as

gatekeepers between galleries and museums; rising prices for contemporary art have

surpassed many acquisition budgets. The scenario also disregards the curator’s actual

desire for a piece; they may accept the donation on behalf of collection expansion without

any real intention of displaying it. Although joining a museum collection is prestigious in

print, if the artist’s work is not being shown or studied, it serves little to no purpose. If a

curator is able to make the acquisition in their own time with full appreciation for the

work, the likelihood of inclusion within exhibitions and catalogs is almost certain.67 The

recent increase in this practice has also led to several instances of reneged agreements in

which collectors have walked back on previous donations agreements.68 In an interview

with Artnet, one anonymous artist approved a 40% discount for a collector purchasing on

behalf of a major New York City institution. Upon finalization of the deal, the collector

“changed their mind” and refused to part with the piece. While reflecting on the

experience, the artist stated that wealthy collectors, “Prey on the weak…. Because of

desperation. Because of vulnerability. Because they can.”69

69 Ibid.

68 Tim Schnieder, “What Happens When a Collector Promises to Donate an
Artwork and Then Flips It at Auction Instead? It’s Worse Than You Think,” Artnet, July
19th, 2019, https://news.artnet.com/market/collectors-renege-promised-gifts-1593475.

67 Henry Neuendorf, “Art Demystified: What is the Role of the Curator?” Artnet,
November 10th, 2016,
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/art-demystified-curators-741806?gclid=Cj0KCQiAzZL
-BRDnARIsAPCJs72vz_6MbayggIEZ8s1kexdofif_wzmFDEbsK2c1X5GhaBxXVIj8Kck
aApSqEALw_wcB.
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Asset Collection

The practice of categorizing art as an asset class has grown rapidly in the past

decade and transformed into one of the largest facilitators of net worth growth.70

Specialized service industries dedicated to the management and security of collector

portfolios have begun to carve out positions in the art world. Insurance agencies are

experimenting with the best valuation templates and crafting contracts that account for

the unique dangers posed to fine art. Demand for anonymity has contributed to freeport

modernization, including state of the art storage units used by collectors to bypass import

taxes on multi-million dollar purchases.71 Harkening back to the La Peau de l’Ours, the

number of agencies facilitating fractional ownership in fine art have also increased.72 As

traditional collectors are supplanted by financiers, artist career stability is increasingly

exposed to economic manipulation akin to the stock market. When speculators purchase

art they do not intend to build a sustainable collection, but to profit off of market

fluctuations. Notorious flippers, like Stefan Simchowitz, believe that their actions aid the

market growth of artists.73 By purchasing a piece on the primary market and immediately

73 Andrew M. Goldstein, “Cultural Entrepreneur Stefan Simchowitz on the Merits
of Flipping, and Being a ‘Great Collector’,” Art Space, March 29th, 2014,
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/interviews_features/how_i_collect/stefan_simchowit
z_interview-52164.

72 Arianna Richetti, “La Peau de L’Ours: Avant-Garde Art as an Investment,”
Daily Art Magazine, January 17th, 2022,
https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/la-peau-de-lours/.

71 Ibid.

70 “Introducing: The Artnet Intelligence Repost, Fall 2022 Edition,” Artnet News,
October 27th, 2022,
https://news.artnet.com/market/introducing-the-artnet-intelligence-report-fall-2022-editio
n-2199281.
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selling on the secondary market, an artist’s reputation can grow through acclaim,

attention and compounding value.74

In an industry where staying ahead of the trend is synonymous with success, the

ripples from consecutive flips can result in trend-building waves. Art world events are

informational highways that strategically, and sometimes unintentionally, act as growth

chambers for cultural shifts through gossip and advertising. If journalists, enterprising

collectors and auction houses all act in reflection of the other, an in-demand artist could

see their prices skyrocket within a few years, or months. Stefan Simchowitz’ stance is

valid in that emerging artists can often benefit greatly from increased demand and higher

prices; but everything must be taken in moderation. Speculative phenomenons are neither

stable nor fulfilling for the artists who have had their careers shaped by market mania;

creation begins to resemble an assembly line as pressure to meet demand grows.

Eventually, consumer activity falls back to a more sustainable level and the once-vast

gulf between primary and secondary market prices begins to dry up. Art critics and

historians typically avoid discourse on speculation, as it is antithetical to their craft; but

for certain flip artists who have tried to match the growing demand, it denies a chance to

be immortalized through scholarly publication. The logic that temporary market bubbles

and commercialized artists do not generate enough cultural impact to warrant an

74 Andrew M. Goldstein, “Cultural Entrepreneur Stefan Simchowitz on the Merits
of Flipping, and Being a ‘Great Collector’,” Art Space, March 29th, 2014,
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/interviews_features/how_i_collect/stefan_simchowit
z_interview-52164.
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inclusion in art history is rather ironic considering the influence past bubbles have had on

market trends extending far into the future.75

Collector Speculation and Flipping

Art is not, after all, what we thought it was; in the broadest sense it is hard cash.
The whole of art, its growing tip included, is assimilated to familiar values.
Another decade, and we shall have mutual funds based on securities in the form
of pictures held in bank vaults. (Leo Steinberg, 1968)76

Speculation is the motivator behind flipping, and flipping is the rapid and

financially advantageous reselling of an underpriced artwork for a significantly higher

sum. Speculative flipping is not a phenomenon exclusive to the art market, nor is it only

exhibited by one of the four collector types. Serial flippers thrive off of the hunt for, and

conjecture surrounding, the untapped and undiscovered.77 Their goal is to corner the

market early on by making valuable connections with emerging artists and investing early

in their careers; any collector can feed into the speculation bubble, even if they do not

identify as a flipper. Although the practice sounds like traditional art patronage, the

difference in economic structure between the modern era and Renaissance results in

77 Andrew M. Goldstein, “Cultural Entrepreneur Stefan Simchowitz on the Merits
of Flipping, and Being a ‘Great Collector’,” Art Space, March 29th, 2014,
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/interviews_features/how_i_collect/stefan_simchowit
z_interview-52164.

76 Noah Horowitz, “Chapter 3: Art Investment Funds” in Art of the Deal:
Contemporary Art in the Global Finance Market (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2011), 207.

75 “Zombie Formalism and its Aftermath: Eight Years On,” Invaluable, October
3rd, 2022, https://www.invaluable.com/blog/zombie-formalism-eight-years-on/.
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remarkably different outcomes.78 Speculative investments, by definition, temper the

substantial risk of loss with a potential for sizable gains. The zero-sum dichotomy is a

source of compulsion for many collectors, they closely watch trending activity to

determine where the next hotspot will form; the behaviors are no different than those

exhibited by serial gamblers. An important characteristic of this topic to keep in mind is

that flipping in the art world differs from other commodity markets in that a single

individual’s fate, inseparable from the means of production, lies at the center of the

consumer mania.79

In the United States of America, artists do not have a protected right to resale

royalties, unlike the music and publishing industries.80 Any profit made by the artist is

accumulated through primary market sales, which refers to the first transaction between

studio and dealer or gallery. All following transactions, including auctions, constitute the

secondary market and provide no compensation to the creator.81 For this reason, artists

81 Kate Brown, “Auction Houses in North America Don’t Have to Give Artists a
Cut of Sales. This Small Canadian Business Decided to Do It Anyway,” Artnet,
December 2, 2019,
https://news.artnet.com/market/auction-house-resale-royalties-1718388.

80 Maria Boicova-Wynants, “The Two Sides of a Coin. A Write-Up on Artists’
Resale Rights,” Art Law, June 20th, 2019,
https://artlaw.club/en/artlaw/the-two-sides-of-a-coin-a-write-up-on-artists-resale-rights.

79 Alina Cohen, “Tschabalala Self’s Meteoric Rise to Art Market Darling,” Artsy,
November 6th, 2019,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-inside-tschabalala-selfs-complicated-meteoric
-rise-art-market.

78 “Introducing: The Artnet Intelligence Repost, Fall 2022 Edition,” Artnet News,
October 27th, 2022,
https://news.artnet.com/market/introducing-the-artnet-intelligence-report-fall-2022-editio
n-2199281.
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must maintain maximum control over their primary sales and monitor the behavior of

their collectors, especially if no formal representation is involved. ‘Monitoring’ implies

continuous observation, which is not a feasible option; but if an artist remains wary of

any business irregularities, the appropriate preventative actions can be taken to hopefully

realign career trajectory. Sold out shows, client waiting lists, gallery BOGO (buy one, get

one) deals and increased frequency of resales are characteristics of an imminent market

bubble; the last major appearance having been 2014’s craze with Zombie Formalism.82

When a market begins to heat up, the common initial reaction is to match supply

with demand; for many artists, this results in an overwhelming pressure to appease the

growing appetite. Increased output can result in a flooded market if buyers respond by

selling their own pieces independently or through consignment. As every collector seeks

the enormous profit potential demonstrated by early speculators, the market prices

diverge farther and farther from reality. This creates an unstable system in which

collectors with gallery access purchase ‘inexpensive’ pieces and immediately sell them to

the highest bidder, who lacks the connections to purchase them directly from the original

gallery. The constant flip between collectors and auction houses drives up prices and the

media’s interest; in a fraction of the time it took to rise, speculative flipping can transform

any artist's career into the doomed flight of Icarus.83

83 Alexander Forbes, “Market Analysis: What Now for Anselm Reyle After He’s
Shuttered His Studio?” Artnet News, February 20th, 2014,
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/zombie-art-formalism. The artist Anselm Reyle
experienced a destructive speculation market in the early 2000s. His sales reached an
all-time low in 2013, just as the Zombie Formalism bubble appeared.

82 Anika Dačić, “Zombie Art - Not What You Think,” Widewalls, October 8th,
2015, https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/zombie-art-formalism.
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Zombie Formalism: A Cautionary Tale

The most recent large-scale example of a market bubble and consequential

collapse was the height of the Zombie Formalism years between 2013 and 2015. Zombie

Formalism refers to both a time period and artistic style; it is a highly controversial term

used to describe the modern revival of abstractionism while insinuating reductive,

essentialist methods.84 The phenomenon has also been referred to as Process-based

Abstraction, Modest Abstraction, Dropcloth Abstraction, M.F.A. Abstraction,

Crapstraction, Chickstraction, Dickstraction, Neo-Modernism, ‘Art of the One Percent’

and ‘Aestheticized Loot.’85 Zombie Formalism, originally coined by Walter Robinson in a

2014 article for Artspace, has remained the most widely used moniker by academic and

media outlets.86 The ‘reanimation’ was intended to echo the abstract expressionist and

action painting movements of the mid 20th century.87 During this era, now-household

names like Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, Willem de Kooning, Lee Krasner and Barnett

Newman dramatically transformed modern American art through existentialist thinking

and radical developments in figurative dissolution. Those looking to usher in the next

87 “Clement Greenberg vs Harold Rosenberg,” The Art Story, accessed November
1st, 2022, https://www.theartstory.org/critics-greenberg-rosenberg.htm.

86 Walter Robinson, “Flipping and the Rise of Zombie Formalism,” ArtSpace,
April 3rd, 2014,
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/contributors/see_here/the_rise_of_zombie_formalis
m-52184.

85 Jerry Saltz, “Zombies on the Walls: Why Does So Much New Abstraction Look
the Same?” Vulture, June 17th, 2014,
https://www.vulture.com/2014/06/why-new-abstract-paintings-look-the-same.html. The
last two terms are attributed to writer, Rhonda Lieberman, in Saltz’ article.

84 Anika Dačić, “Zombie Art - Not What You Think,” Widewalls, October 8th,
2015, https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/zombie-art-formalism.
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‘Golden Age’ of American art sought to recreate a similar phenomenon while ironically

looking past the outlier nature of vanguard movements. Beginning in 2013, several young

artists, some freshly out of their MFA programs, were swept into a great resurrection

attempt that set the stage for an unprecedented influx of financial players.88

Often referenced by the quick burning careers of its star artists, the Zombie

Formalism years were primarily influenced by speculative journalism and eager buyers.

In a post-recession market, enterprising collectors realized that the unique qualities of art,

when treated as an asset, resulted in a valuable hedge against inflation. Art has a low

correlation with stocks and bonds, making it an excellent mode of diversification for

investment portfolios. With blue-chip art selling for exorbitant sums on both primary and

secondary markets, high-net-worth (HNW) and ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW)

individuals were the only collectors able to break into the market. As a tangible asset

uniquely codependent on cultural value, investors discovered their immense purchase

power and sheer potential for speculative influence. For the first time in art history, the

industry heavyweights– galleries, curators and dealers– found their range of control

significantly limited by enterprising collectors with stock market mentalities.89

Beginning in the New York City gallery scene of 2013, dealers were discovering

emerging artists, some in their early twenties, and inviting them to exhibit in small to

mid-sized galleries. The initial success from sold-out shows and a magnetic mix between

lowbrow and high art, led to young artists being called ‘market darlings’ and ‘the next big

89 “Zombie Formalism and its Aftermath: Eight Years On,” Invaluable, October
3rd, 2022, https://www.invaluable.com/blog/zombie-formalism-eight-years-on/.

88 Anika Dačić, “Zombie Art - Not What You Think,” Widewalls, October 8th,
2015, https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/zombie-art-formalism.
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thing.’ Journalists latched on to pioneering epithets: Jacob Kassay became the ‘first artist

to use an electroplating painting process’ and Lucien Smith was the ‘first artist to paint

with a pigment-filled fire extinguisher.’90 In less than a year, these wunderkinds found

themselves “...[selling] out of works before getting a chance to even sign them.”91 In the

span of just two years, the art market had experienced a profound frenzy of speculative

investments. Artists like Lucien Smith found themselves experiencing the role of ‘poster

child’ and ‘milk carton kid’ back to back.

In 2013, Smith’s first work to appear at auction, titled Hobber, The Rain Man, and

My Friend Barney/Under the Sycamore Tree, sold for an unprecedented $389,000 during

a Phillips Evening Sale.92 At just 24 years old, the price and headlining auction slot were

both extraordinary achievements. By 2015, prices were beginning to settle far below their

once-astronomical sums and the bubble was preparing to burst.93 Speaking to art writer

and critic Kenny Schachter in 2021, Smith reflected that the experience “...was just very

overwhelming. I mean, I knew it was unsustainable. Luckily I put my earnings in the

93 Eileen Kinsella, “Auction Prices Cool for ‘Zombie Formalists’,” Artnet,
October 6th, 2015,
https://news.artnet.com/market/zombie-formalism-market-cooling-337170.

92 Ibid.

91 Kenny Schachter,“After Years of Ridicule, Kenny Schachter Has Kissed and
Made Up With Artist Lucien Smith. Here, They Talk Art, Drugs, & the Market,” Artnet,
July 7th, 2021,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/kenny-schachter-interviews-lucien-smith-1986368.

90 Walter Robinson, “Flipping and the Rise of Zombie Formalism,” ArtSpace,
April 3rd, 2014,
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/contributors/see_here/the_rise_of_zombie_formalis
m-52184.
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right places so I would be comfortable.”94 Following the burst, Smith struggled to regain

his footing within the market and eventually withdrew altogether; the speculation and

demand had commercialized his self-expression. He now works with the blockchain

management company, Lobus, to provide digital contracts with options for resale

royalties, rights of first refusal and provenance recording technology intended to protect

emerging artists without representation.95 In 2014, he founded Serving The People, a

collaborative movement that supports emerging artists through mentorships and

community-based opportunities.96 In 2017, Smith continued to grow the organization and

now oversees digitally-based commercial and philanthropic efforts to, Serv[e]ing The

People.97

97 John Gapper, “Should Artists Have a Stake in Their Own Work?” Financial
Times, July 8th, 2022,
https://www.ft.com/content/457b89b8-8a60-42ed-a71c-f6c504b10864.

96 Kenny Schachter,“After Years of Ridicule, Kenny Schachter Has Kissed and
Made Up With Artist Lucien Smith. Here, They Talk Art, Drugs, & the Market,” Artnet,
July 7th, 2021,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/kenny-schachter-interviews-lucien-smith-1986368.

95 Anna Louise Sussman, “Could Blockchain Put Money Back in Artists’ Hands?”
Artsy, March 16th, 2017,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-blockchain-money-artists-hands.

94 Kenny Schachter,“After Years of Ridicule, Kenny Schachter Has Kissed and
Made Up With Artist Lucien Smith. Here, They Talk Art, Drugs, & the Market,” Artnet,
July 7th, 2021,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/kenny-schachter-interviews-lucien-smith-1986368.
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Chapter Three - Tools for Self Advocacy

The following section is intended to serve as a point of reference for emerging

artists who seek clarification on the fundamental business components of their profession.

Chapter One outlined common industry players and how their roles interconnect with

each other and the artist. Chapter Two re-examined these profiles and discussed potential

risks that emerging artists may be more likely to experience. In addition to obstacle

comprehension, an artist should also understand the relevant proactive measures that can

be taken to maintain career stability. The ‘starving artist’ trope, frequently used in

self-deprecating or cautionary tales, presents the artist as a subdued individual whose

survival and success depends on the chance and generosity of others. It also perpetuates

the idea that aspirational artists must make a decision between financial security and an

inherent passion; these factors are not mutually exclusive. Artists possess far more

professional autonomy than the market is willing to admit, but frequently lack the

business acumen needed in order to benefit.

The Artist Survey Group

To obtain a diverse cross-section of artist’s opinions, general questions, advice

and concerns, a 10 question survey was created that touches on subjects ranging from

gallery satisfaction and royalty compensation, to contracts and general reflections. The

study was created to gauge artist satisfaction within existing support systems; questions

were made applicable to artists from emerging, mid-career and established backgrounds.

As of the submission date for this thesis, 22 artists have participated in the study; the

survey will remain active indefinitely to continue this research. The survey group, which
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was not asked to specify gender, is comprised of 12 self-identified emerging artists, 8

mid-career artists and 2 established artists (Figure 1).98 When asked whether the

respondents were represented, 11 replied affirmatively; 1 individual clarified that their

representation was through an artists co-op and a second, who selected ‘no’, clarified that

they “work with several art galleries… but are not represented by them exclusively”

(Figure 2).99 Questions ranged between simple ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answers to short-word

options, allowing for additional commentary. When asked what information the artists

would have found valuable at the beginning of their careers, one individual expressed a

desire to understand “the system of the art world” and followed with “all the rest is out of

my hand[s].”100 Chapter Three aims to clarify these unknowns and return career control

back to the hands, and mind, of the artist.

Network Growth

The survey group was asked to select resources they found to be most important

for career growth and sustainability. Almost all participants, 20 total, chose ‘networking’;

‘exhibition experience’ followed closely with 18 selections (Figure 6).101 Most emerging

artists operate within a specific geographical region. Their contacts are proximity-based

101 Layne Hubble, Question 8: Elements Important to Artist Career Growth and
Sustainability, Artist Career Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022)

ii, Figure 6.

100 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.

99 Layne Hubble, Question 2: Status of Artist’s Representation, Artist Career
Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii, Figure 2.

98 Layne Hubble, Question 1: Level of Artist’s Career Experience, Artist Career
Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii, Figure 1.
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and the local community plays a crucial role in their development; ‘local community’

may have different meanings for each individual. One survey respondent commented that

“Significant local notoriety is lucrative but fleeting,” and recommended that creators

“aim for national exposure….”102 As the artist builds new connections and expands past

their emergence point, their range of influence increases and becomes less dependent on

physical accessibility. Access to social media, online viewing rooms (OVRs) and virtual

auctions have amplified this effect. An artist may have a relatively small community

while simultaneously benefiting from patrons in other countries, the value of virtual

networking cannot be understated.

Publicity was also ranked very highly for career growth, reflecting the artist’s

understanding that public access and opinion are necessary for building strong markets

and a collector base (Figure 6).103 In 2022, Instagram remained the leading social media

platform for discovering art and artists, outranking business-oriented sites like LinkedIn

and Facebook.104 Typically, art professionals use personal websites; of the 22

respondents, all 8 mid-career artists and both established artists maintained active

domains. On the other hand, only 4 out of the 12 total emerging artists used personal

104 Scott Reyburn, “Speculators Win Big With Bets on Young Artists,” New York
Times, February 28th, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/28/arts/design/flora-yukhnovich-art-market.html.

103 Layne Hubble, Question 8: Elements Important to Artist Career Growth and
Sustainability, Artist Career Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii,
Figure 6.

102 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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pages as their primary digital platform; Instagram was the most common alternative.105

Managing a website comes with associated ownership costs, but allows for a more

custom-made approach when creating digital identities; the domain name, itself, can even

become an asset.

As a social media service, Instagram guarantees a consistent interface. Users can

interact through comments, likes and direct messaging features on a centralized grid

format; it also provides free business account options to monitor viewership statistics.

The app’s algorithm prioritizes three core determinants: relationships, relevancy and

interest.106 Building a profile around these factors will prompt the app to amplify users

through suggested content. In most contexts, an artist’s social media handle serves the

same purpose as a domain name, the closer it resembles the artist’s desired moniker, the

easier it is for users to locate, recognize and share.

The fourth most common factor chosen for career growth was ‘professional

connection’; several artists felt that their current methods were not providing adequate

results (Figure 6).107 In this study, professional connections primarily refer to individuals

who are employed, or are employing those, within the art industry. For emerging artists,

professional connections are the chief access point through which representation may

107 Layne Hubble, Question 8: Elements Important to Artist Career Growth and
Sustainability, Artist Career Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii,
Figure 6.

106 Daniel HD, “How Brands Can Navigate the Instagram Algorithm in 2022,”
Forbes, December 2nd, 2022,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2022/12/02/how-brands-can-navigat
e-the-instagram-algorithm-in-2022/?sh=6b6990aa772c.

105Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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come; the most important quality in this endeavor is their capability to convey vision and

their willingness to initiate contact.108 Aesthete collectors and genuinely supportive

galleries and dealers will be drawn to an artist’s spirit, the amalgamation of appetite and

deeply rooted personal convictions. A preoccupation with blue-chip accolades can

conflate success with fame; valuable professional connections do not need to be directly

associated with the Gettys and the Gagosians of the world. Mirroring the BOGO (by one,

get one) phenomenon discussed in Chapter Two, seeking career growth through

disinterested or disconnected individuals provides hollow benefits, if any at all. On the

interrelationships between galleries and artists, gallerist Bennett Roberts reflected that,

ultimately, the representation process is not about money; it is the transaction between

belief systems and favored unknowns. He recommends that emerging artists focus on

finding representation that aligns with their own tastes, forming a genuinely reciprocal

bond is much less complicated when there is a shared language.109

Institutional Support

Sustainable Representation

When asked, in the survey, to reflect on past experiences, a London-based creator,

whose works are currently selling for multi-millions at auction, advised young artists to,

“Keep some of [your] work for yourself and don’t sell to dodgy collectors even if you

109 Bennett Roberts (dealer, gallerist and co-founder of Roberts Project in Los
Angeles, CA) in discussion with author, November 2022.

108 Brainard Carey, “Chapter 3: Presentation Tools and Techniques for Artists” in
Making it in the Art World: New Approaches to Galleries, Shows, and Raising Money
(New York City, NY: Allsworth Press, 2011), 55-68.
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need the cash.”110 111 Another respondent, who recently had their first solo exhibition in

Los Angeles, said, “I wish I knew to stop releasing everything I made and instead just be

patient….”112 Both sentiments echo a comment by Amoako Boafo, shared while

reflecting to Artnet on his experiences with speculative collectors and dealers, “You can’t

tell me you want the painting for [yourself] and then sell it. You can’t take my painting

and then put my painting to auction. They think it’s OK—because, well, that’s the

game.”113 When asked to describe the nature of the art market, Zombie Formalism

survivor Lucien Smith stated that it’s “like any market but with no rules.”114 The artist’s

position in the current art ecosystem requires an unprecedented precautionary awareness

for manipulations within the market. Artists like Lucien Smith have accepted this

arbitrary disparity, but are actively working to provide artists with the necessary

resources to begin taking advantage of the current system. Obtaining a sustainable form

114 Kenny Schachter,“After Years of Ridicule, Kenny Schachter Has Kissed and
Made Up With Artist Lucien Smith. Here, They Talk Art, Drugs, & the Market,” Artnet,
July 7th, 2021,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/kenny-schachter-interviews-lucien-smith-1986368.

113 Nate Freeman, “The Swift, Cruel, Incredible Rise of Amoako Boafo: How
Feverish Selling and Infighting Built the Buzziest Artist of 2020,” Artnet News,
November 28th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/amoako-boafo-1910883.

112 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.

111 John Gapper, “Should Artists Have a Stake in Their Own Work?” Financial
Times, July 8th, 2022,
https://www.ft.com/content/457b89b8-8a60-42ed-a71c-f6c504b10864.

110 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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of representation can aid an artist in overriding the inverse relationship between profit

and fulfillment.

Bennett Roberts, who represents Kehinde Wiley and Amoako Boafo through

L.A.’s Roberts Project, summarized a gallery’s duties into four concise points: sell work,

promote work, exhibit work and build artist careers.115 When prompted by the survey to

review their experiences, 7 of the 11 total represented respondents stated that they felt

properly supported by their galleries. Of the remaining 4, 2 replied with clear negatives, 1

wrote ‘non-applicable,’ and 1 stated, “As much as anyone else in the gallery I suppose,”

an answer that feeds into another pervading belief that to be an artist, is to settle. In

lackluster partnerships, some artists view staying as the lesser of two evils; but the

enthusiasm a gallery holds for their artists is as crucial to mutual success as exhibition

quality and collector management. A marriage will only continue to stand if both parties

see value in continuing on together.116

There is no official industry mandate requiring artists to be represented by a

gallerist, dealer or curator; although, it does contribute greatly to perceived legitimacy. If

an artist desires to enter the fair circuit, it will be a requirement. It is rare, and

challenging, for an artist to forgo these norms and still achieve an equitable level of

prominence; but with developments in artist-centric infrastructure, it is not impossible.117

117 Henry Neuendorf, “Fed Up With Speculators, Artist Lucien Smith Quit His
Galleries. Now He’s Been Rewarded With His First Solo Museum Show,” Artnet, August
18th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/market/lucien-smith-parrish-museum-1902292.

116 Ibid.

115 Bennett Roberts (dealer, gallerist and co-founder of Roberts Project in Los
Angeles, CA) in discussion with author, November 2022.
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Since 2014, Lucien Smith has been working with his non-profit community, Serving The

People, to empower creatives as they enter the market independently.118 Smith believes

that artists can represent themselves and still obtain the renowned stature and financial

stability they seek. In 2020, Smith secured his first solo museum show, after over a

decade in the industry; he represented himself.119

Shared Objectives

A gallery’s success is built directly off of the artist’s achievement. By investing in

identity over speculation, a gallery can also benefit from the gradual and intentional

growth of an artist’s career. Speaking on partnership models, Bennett Roberts suggests

the polyamorous relationship between artist and gallery to be the best modern option.120

Traditionally, a gallery maintains full oversight and control of an artist’s market within

their scope of operation. For example, an artist may have a New York City-based gallery

handling their North American sales, while an international branch of the same gallery

handles European sales. Recently, artists have begun diversifying their management

portfolios by dividing works, profit and business decisions between multiple outlets. This

120 Bennett Roberts (dealer, gallerist and co-founder of Roberts Project in Los
Angeles, CA) in discussion with author, November 2022.

119 Henry Neuendorf, “Fed Up With Speculators, Artist Lucien Smith Quit His
Galleries. Now He’s Been Rewarded With His First Solo Museum Show,” Artnet, August
18th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/market/lucien-smith-parrish-museum-1902292.

118 Kenny Schachter,“After Years of Ridicule, Kenny Schachter Has Kissed and
Made Up With Artist Lucien Smith. Here, They Talk Art, Drugs, & the Market,” Artnet,
July 7th, 2021,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/kenny-schachter-interviews-lucien-smith-1986368.
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may manifest in an artist being represented by separate galleries in New York City, Los

Angeles and Chicago, in addition to their European galleries handling sales overseas.

The obvious disadvantage with this model is the decrease in each gallery’s supply;

if an artist produces ten paintings a year, each location may receive five to sell. The more

galleries in play, the less they have to work with. The strength of this model, that Roberts

believes outweighs the costs, is a massive expansion of both the artist’s and the gallery’s

network.121 Through a desire for mutual success, each gallery chooses to contribute to the

greater cause– the artist’s goals. Another benefit to polyamorous partnerships is the

speculation protection provided to smaller galleries through association with mega

galleries, “If you flip a work Larry Gagosian sold you, Larry Gagosian will not only

never sell you a work by that artist again—he’ll never sell you a work by any of his

artists.”122

Patronage

Patronage can find its origin in the Latin pater and patronus, translating to

‘father’ and ‘protector,’ respectively 123. Clearly indicative of a more patriarchal society,

both roots convey the guidance and guardianship a patron is expected to embody. Artistic

patronage, a practice largely attributed to the Medici family of the Italian Renaissance,

123 Majorie Garber, “Chapter 1: The Paradox of Patronage” in Patronizing the Arts
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 2.

122 Nate Freeman, “The Swift, Cruel, Incredible Rise of Amoako Boafo: How
Feverish Selling and Infighting Built the Buzziest Artist of 2020,” Artnet News,
November 28th, 2020, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/amoako-boafo-1910883.

121 Bennett Roberts (dealer, gallerist and co-founder of Roberts Project in Los
Angeles, CA) in discussion with author, November 2022.
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embodies an interdependent relationship in which a collector compensates an artist

through support, sponsorship, encouragement, privilege and currency.124 The aesthete

collector often wears the medieval patron’s mantle, immersing themselves in the artist’s

craft and investing far more than money in the process. Don and Mera Rubell are one of

the clearest examples of patronage and ethical collection building in the art world today.

The couple, who oversee two private museums in Miami, FL, and Washington D.C.,

began collecting art in 1965 with an emphasis on studio visits, authentic connections and

ground floor acquisitions. The family collection now encompasses over 7,200 works and

has sold no more than twenty pieces in almost sixty years. Disregarding size, sum and

society, the Rubells search for the artist’s voice in every piece, “We sometimes buy

before the essence is clear,” Don has said, “but we will continue to chase. Because there

is no such thing as a great young artist; there are only artists with potential.”125

Ethical Collecting

Amidst a rise of requests for repatriated antiquities around the world, the ethics of

art collection have become hotly contested issues for museums and private collectors. A

similar ethical dilemma exists in the contemporary art world today. In 2020, with the rise

of the Black Lives Matter movement, the art world turned its attention towards

125 Christie’s, “Collecting Power Couple Don and Mera Rubell on Their Passion
Project– Rubell Museum DC,” Christie’s, April 23rd, 2020,
https://www.christies.com/features/chinese-contemporary-collecting-stories-don-and-mer
a-rubell-10379-1.aspx.

124 Majorie Garber, “Chapter 3: Minding the Business of Art” in Patronizing the
Arts (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 114-115; 121-122.
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unrepresented black artists.126 In turn, a racially-fueled market bubble formed as investors

began to flip their pieces and secondary market prices rose to astonishing levels.127 To

address these issues and prevent ongoing damage to artist’s careers, The Ethics of

Collecting was created, a new assembly of scholars, entrepreneurs, financiers and

scientists with a mutual appreciation for art collection and advocacy.

In collaboration with art professionals around the world, the collective has drafted

and published an official Code modeled after the deontologically-based viewpoints used

in other public interest sectors. The Code examines the moral impact of traditional

collection practices and works to dismantle the belief that ‘the ends justify the means.’

The authors have divided the document into seven sections discussing the implications of

collection building and commissioned artwork on creators, dealers, public institutions and

governance bodies.128

Found under ‘interacting with artists,’ the ethical collector is advised to

compensate creators fairly and promptly, while also advocating for fair and prompt

compensation elsewhere. Collectors should not request gifts, donations or free and

discounted work from their artists; if such items are offered, the collector is encouraged

128 Ethics of Collecting, “A Code of Conduct for Contemporary Art Collectors,”
Ethics of Collecting, accessed September 19th, 2022, https://ethicsofcollecting.org/team/.

127 Destinee Ross-Sutton, “How to Responsibly Collect the Work of Black
Artists,” Artsy, February 17th, 2021,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-responsibly-collect-work-black-artists.

126 Robin Pogrebin, “Artists of Color and Women Soar at Christie’s 21st Century
Sale,” New York Times, May 10th, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/10/arts/design/christies-contemporary-auction.html.
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to carefully consider the implications before accepting.129 When purchasing from an

emerging artist, despite any personal connection, it is essential to pay the requested

amount. Early on, many artists lowball their prices to increase buyer accessibility; this

can contribute to uncertainty when attempting to raise prices in the future, as several

survey respondents noted.130 If a collector recognizes the low, necessity-based pricing of a

piece, and is financially able, their compensation should reflect what they truly believe

the work to be worth; taking into account personal criteria such as affection for the

subject matter, admiration of technique or emotional significance. Supporting an artist

begins with an acknowledgment and appreciation of their labor; revaluing artwork to

reflect these factors can provide emerging artists with a more accurate and just concept of

how much their pieces are worth.

New Modus Operandi: The Contract

Market management is used to refer to an artist’s career maintenance, requiring

the intentional growth of both business acumen and aesthetic persona. The former quality,

being an objective curriculum, is realistically inaccessible for most artists; the latter,

being a subjectively conceptual expression of human creativity, is taught openly from

grade school onwards. Behold the artist’s professional paradox. Without formal structure

to provide these necessary skills, and with no guarantee of representation, self-driven

instruction is the only option for simultaneously growing management competency and

130 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.

129 Ethics of Collecting: A Code of Conduct for Contemporary Art Collectors,
Ethics of Collecting, accessed September 19th, 2022, https://ethicsofcollecting.org/team/.
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artistic practice. Recent years have seen the rise of the autonomous artist; Lucien Smith

re-established control over his own market and created tools to encourage

self-advocacy.131 Destinee Ross-Sutton is championing artists rights from the gallery’s

perspective, incorporating resale royalty contracts into every sale.132 Young Chung and

Kibum Kim are unanimously leading a unionized gallery with collective fund distribution

through Commonwealth and Council.133 The art world desires spectacle and sensation,

but it will no longer come at cost to the artist.

At its core, the art market is a primitive entity. It is a shrine to the great heights of

history, to the Renaissance, to the Dutch Golden Age, to the Parisian prime and American

trailblazers of the 19th and 20th centuries. It has fostered unimaginable innovations in

medium, technique, critique and philosophy; and yet, has made few attempts to mitigate

the great inequity between currency and creation. Where the stock market is strictly

regulated by the power impressed upon contractual agreements, the art market fiercely

defends its built-in opacity and fully obscures the rampant, widely accepted and

acknowledged, insider trading. Protections afforded to artists at any level in their career

133 Caribbean Fragoza, “An Uncommon Bond: The Influential L.A. Gallery
Commonwealth and Council Favors Camaraderie Over Business as Usual,” Artnet News,
February, 20th 2014,
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/commonwealth-and-council-gallery-shaping-art
-2020s-1202676356/.

132 Benjamin Sutton, “Destinee Ross-Sutton Is Empowering Artists to Take
Control of Their Markets,” Artsy, January 29nd, 2021,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-destinee-ross-sutton-empowering-artists-contr
ol-markets.

131 Kenny Schachter,“After Years of Ridicule, Kenny Schachter Has Kissed and
Made Up With Artist Lucien Smith. Here, They Talk Art, Drugs, & the Market,” Artnet,
July 7th, 2021,
https://news.artnet.com/news-pro/kenny-schachter-interviews-lucien-smith-1986368.
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are few and far between; as is the case with many markets, money is the most efficient

manager and charming negotiator. Wealthy collectors, who can purchase blue-chip art,

also have the means to afford expensive lawsuits and artful bribes capable of

circumventing most obstacles in their path.

Emerging artists looking to maintain full agency in their professional lives must

account for potential risks and begin building their careers with an awareness and

understanding of what may come. The stock market presents a safeguard that is practical,

effective and accessible to all: the contract. It may not produce the airtight litigation seal

one expects, but the creation of a legally sound agreement between two or more parties

will, at the very least, provide tangible protection and indisputable proof of previous

arrangements.134 135 Lacking legal representation, an emerging artist still has the ability to

incorporate a contract into their business plan and decide exactly what elements they

want to include. Due to media representation, specialized terminology and economic

barriers to entry, contracts are not widely perceived as obtainable resources for the

average individual. But the power of a contract is not its legal jargon or notary approval,

it is the mandatory mutual assent to an offer through acceptance and consideration. Even

the most labyrinthine statues of modern geopolitics were once rudimentary agreements

written in clay. The ‘destitute artist’ and ‘mile-long’ legal propaganda is limiting creators

from utilizing their best entrepreneurial resource.

135 Donn Zaretsky, “Training Ground for Moral Rights: MASS MoCA v.
Christoph Büchel” in Artist, Authorship, & Legacy (London: Ridinghouse, 2018), 47-54.

134 Christian Viveros- Fauné, “Up for Grabs; or, Artistic Authorship in the Age of
the Flipper: Kreuk v. Vo” in Artist, Authorship, & Legacy (London: Ridinghouse, 2018),
69-82.
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The Invoice

At a bare minimum, an invoice, or Artist Bill of Sale, should be initiated during

any exchange dealing with one’s artwork or property. When an artist is represented by a

gallery, invoices and Certificates of Authenticity are created and maintained on their

behalf. After each purchase, an invoice is used to record the collector’s name, contact

information, payment, insurance details, address for pick up and delivery and any

important shipping or handling instructions. At a separate date, the Certificate of

Authenticity is mailed to the collector to corroborate full ownership of the piece. At the

emerging stages of an artist’s career, a business invoice can take a very informal

approach. When asked if the artists would feel comfortable requiring a collector to enter

into a contractual agreement in order to purchase their work, 7 respondents replied

negatively (Figure 4).136 However, when asked if they would like the ability to track their

artwork through contractual records, only 2 replied negatively (Figure 5).137

If the artist is in a position that prevents their initiation and use of a sales contract,

but desires the insurance and record-keeping it provides, then the invoice can be as

simple as a personal note recording the sale date, sale price and collector’s basic contact

information. It is highly recommended that these basic facts are carefully recorded and

kept by the artist. In the future, this information could provide a starting point for

tracking the whereabouts of a piece or a collector. It can also be used to compare price

rates as an artist’s work matures and changes in size, medium and demand. Collecting

137 Layne Hubble, Question 7: Artist Opinions on Contract Tracking, Artist Career
Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii, Figure 5.

136 Layne Hubble, Question 6: Artist Opinions on Collector Contracts, Artist
Career Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii, Figure 4.
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personal memos will allow the artist to track their growing network and form a basic

estimate of how many pieces are in the public sector; this information is also crucial to

the accurate appraisal of an artist’s estate and filing taxes. From a scholar's standpoint, a

personal collection of notes, even if only invoices, may offer invaluable contributions

towards future studies, exhibitions, provenance disputes and academic analyses.138

Following the invoice, pricing must be considered; determining a piece’s worth is

one of the most difficult aspects of being an autonomous creator. The most reliable way

to gauge one’s market value is by looking at past sales. As emerging artists will most

likely lack a sufficient record, the best mode of price determination is seeking out events,

like art fairs and shows, to find pieces of similar size, medium, imagery or quality. An

approximate guideline can be created from these observations and carefully edited to fit

personal specifications. Although ethical collectors are urged not to accept discounts, it is

a common art world practice to offer and inquire after them. Accounting for this

possibility, emerging artists should allow for 10% flexibility; any higher may begin to

turn buyers away. It is also important to modify valuations based on the surrounding

community; artists must list their works at a rate local collectors can afford. When the

time comes to raise prices in relation to rising demand, an artist will inevitably lose

collectors as they phase out of the price bracket, but in turn, gain new ones.139

139 Daniel Grant, “Chapter 2: Operating as a Professional” in The Business of
Being an Artist (New York City, NY: Allworth Press, 2015), 136-143.

138 Tom McNulty, “Chapter 5: Archives and Personal Libraries” in Creative
Legacies, Kathy Battista and Bryan Faller ed. (New York: Lund Humphries; Sotheby’s
Institute of Art, 2020), 70-71.
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Non-Resale Clause - Considerations for Mid-Career and Established Artists

The non-resale clause and following two sections, featuring the right of first

refusal and resale royalties, will not be of much use to emerging artists. They each

represent an important element in the wider defense against speculation. As Chapter Two

discussed in terms of Zombie Formalism bubble bursts, the speed and intensity by which

a speculative market can appear, rise, crash and withdraw is daunting; precautionary

measures should be taken as soon as they are deemed relevant. After an artist has gained

experience and confidence within their career, these additions should be considered,

whether independently or with gallery representation. The non-resale right allows an

artist to prevent flipping through moratoriums on exchange. Past examples of application

have established timeframes between 3 and 5 years; if a collector desires to sell it before

the term is complete, they must default to the artist’s right of first refusal.140

Right of First Refusal - Considerations for Mid-Career and Established Artists

The right of first refusal is a stipulation that provides a party with the prioritized

right to enter into a transaction with a vendor, before said vendor is permitted to seek a

transaction elsewhere.141 In the context of the art world, if a gallery includes a right of

first refusal in their sales contract with a collector, and the collector decides to sell their

piece, they must first offer the work back to the original gallery before seeking out other

141 Joan Kee, “Artists’ Rights in the United States; or, A Remembrance of Claims
Occasionally Checked” in Artist, Authorship, & Legacy (London: Ridinghouse, 2018),
31-46.

140 Daria Simon-Harper, “Christie’s Makes Collectors Who Buy from Exhibition
of Works by Black Artists Pledge Not to Flip Them,” Artsy, August 14th, 2020,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-collectors-buying-christies-exhibition-works-
black-artists-pledge-flip.
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buyers. Many galleries include some form of this right to deter speculative flippers and

maintain control over their artist’s oeuvre.142 If a right of first refusal is enacted and the

gallery declines or a decision is not made within a previously established timeframe, the

collector is free to sell the work to whomever they please.

For emerging artists, this contract component may not be of much interest or

relevancy. In fact, the early stages of an artist’s career would benefit from a piece moving

deeper into the secondary market, increasing visibility and contributing to the provenance

record. By the time a right of first refusal provides market benefits to an artist, they may

already be represented and, as a matter of choice, leave such decisions to their gallery’s

judgment. Regardless of representation, including this right in a personal contract would

serve as a protective measure against the risk of speculation and flipping; the following

section can serve as a template for the inclusion: “If any buyer shall enter into an

agreement to sell their ownership interest in the artwork with an individual or entity that

is not the original seller, the following parties must be given a first right of refusal before

such a transaction can take place: [list relevant parties here].”143

143 The formal template, included at the end of The Right of First Refusal -
Considerations for Mid-Career and Established Artists is an original statement written by
the author, Layne Hubble.

142 Eileen Kinsella, “Speculation on Black Artists Has Gotten So Intense That for
Christie’s Latest Sale, Its Curator Is Asking Buyers to Sign a Special Contract,” Artnet,
Artnet News, August 13th, 2020,
https://news.artnet.com/market/say-loud-show-christies-1901685.
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Resale Royalties - Considerations for Mid-Career and Established Artists144

Resale royalties are a highly controversial topic in the art world and refer to the

fixed percentage of a work’s total sum provided to the artist following each subsequent

sale in the secondary market.145 Royalties allow for artists to benefit from the increased

value of their work over time while providing a potential source of occasional, but

recurring, income.146 By financially linking an artist directly to their secondary market,

resale royalties defuse the negative effects of speculation and, as some proponents

suggest, incentivize flipping. When survey recipients were asked whether they believed

artists should be entitled to resale royalty rights, 19 out of the 22 total respondents

expressed support for the concept (Figure 3).147 During an interview with one of the

dissenting participants, the original question’s wording was mentioned as a point of

friction; the term ‘entitlement’ suggested an inherent right148. The individual believed that

an artist’s legal rights to their sold works should not have the power to supersede another

individual's right to private property. Quantifying the value of one form of property

through its ability to invalidate another only justifies the absurdity of both.

148 BEZNAY (multimedia conceptual artist) in discussion with author, November
2022.

147 Layne Hubble, Question 5: Artist Opinions on Resale Royalty Rights, Artist
Career Support Survey (Sotheby's Institute of Art Fall: 2022) ii, Figure 5.

146 Mark Waugh, “We Owe Artists the Crucial Income Resale Royalties Provide,”
Artsy, August 8th, 2018,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-owe-artists-crucial-income-resale-royalties-pr
ovide.

145 Previous examples of resale royalty percentages have ranged between 3% - 5%
of the upside.

144 A brief history of the highly controversial resale royalty right can be found in
Appendices C.
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The Artist also agreed with the opposition’s leading resale royalty concern; being

that collectors, in their persistent efforts to maximize profit, will either refrain from

purchasing new works of art, or avoid selling their current pieces altogether.149 Both of

which would damage an artist’s network and career in the long run.150 A semilegal

loophole exploiting the variations between transactions and gifting could also pose a

threat and immobilize an artist’s ability to collect royalties. Often used to facilitate the

purchase of illegal Native American artifacts, collectors avoid steep associated fees and

legal repercussions by ‘gifting’ a high value work and selling a lower value work for an

incongruously high sum; effectively ‘balancing the books.’151

For artists seeking reliable resources to adapt their own version of a resale royalty

clause, a key reference and functional template is featured in Appendices B: The Artist’s

Reserved Rights Transfer and Sale Agreement.152 Created in 1971 by Seth Siegelaub, a

curator, dealer and conceptual art scholar, and Robert Projanksy, an art lawyer, the

Siegelaub Contract, as it is informally known, was originally published for students at

New York’s School of Visual Arts. Siegelaub’s goal was to educate, protect and provide

an integral, and freely accessible, resource to artists as they entered the entrepreneurial

world. The agreement consists of Siegelaub’s mission statement and Projansky’s contract,

152 See Appendix B.

151 Robert Wittman, “Chapter 11: Befriend and Betray,” in Priceless (New York:
Broadway Paperbacks, 2010), 119-143.

150 Stephen J. Dubner, “Resale Royalties: Do They Help or Hurt?” Freakonomics,
December 22nd, 2011,
https://freakonomics.com/2011/12/artist-resale-royalties-do-they-help-or-hurt/.

149 Christopher Sprigman and Guy Rub, “Resale Royalties Would Hurt Emerging
Artists,” Artsy, August 8th, 2018,
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-resale-royalties-hurt-emerging-artists.
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which is encouraged to be taken, filled out, copied and shared. Established artist, Hans

Haacke, is one of the few well-known creators to have staunchly endorsed and adopted

the Siegelaub Contract. Haacke requires a 15% royalty on all resales and has retained the

right to veto a work’s inclusion in any exhibition.153 This particular feature of Siegelaub’s

Contract is one of the most hotly contested among art world professionals. As an artist

that studies socio-economic power structures and is known as a leading voice in

institutional critique, Haacke was destined to pioneer the artist-driven contract system

and model a reality where artists can profit off of their own labor while maintaining

cultural significance.

153 Tiernan Morgan, “Hans Haacke on “Gift Horse,” Gulf Labor, and Artist Resale
Royalties,” Hyperallergic, July 23rd, 2015,
https://hyperallergic.com/213069/hans-haacke-on-gift-horse-gulf-labor-and-artist-resale-r
oyalties/.
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Conclusion

Progression and belief. These are the themes that appear over and over again

throughout this research. A belief in the value of a small, landscape oil painting; The

progression from artisan to fijnschilders. From guardian to patron, from merchant to

dealer, from the collector to the collected; over decades and centuries of alchemical

reactions, belief has become a form of currency. Third party commodification, fractional

ownership and speculation have each seen the power of belief. It is the driving reason

why artists find themselves at such a disadvantage, while watching the million dollar art

market rise and fall. They walk a line between business acumen and aesthetic persona

with only enough resources for one; the artist’s professional paradox.

Artists, by definition, are not business minded.
(Elliot Hoffman, art lawyer)154

The ‘starving artist’ has persisted through centuries of bull and bear markets,

perpetuating beliefs that the arts and business sectors are not compatible. To get an MFA,

you forgo the MBA; to paint is to live pay-check to pay-check, to trade is to eat from the

golden spoon. All the while, the art market sits between the two, a seemingly perfect

hybrid that watches on as investors implode the emerging markets. The greatest

disadvantage artists face today is a lack of access to comprehensive business and

marketing resources. An emerging artist faces incalculable unknowns in an aesthetically

driven industry, but entrepreneurial skills need not be a lesson learned in the moment, or

154 Daniel Grant, “Chapter 2: Operating as a Professional” in The Business of
Being an Artist (New York City, NY: Allworth Press, 2015), 161.
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after failure. The Artist Career Support survey, which gathered the personal opinions and

perspectives of 22 artists, reiterated the great disparity of available knowledge across all

levels of experience.155

Beginning with the skeletal structure of the market, art world archetypes are

delineated and examined through their context in the greater narrative; presented through

their basic functions, Chapter 1: Industry Players clarifies a infamously obscure subject.

Chapter 2: Emergent Risks presents the artist with their most pressing concerns from the

minds of other creatives as they sought representation, began to sell pieces and managed

their own career networks. Survey results revealed the vast unknowns facing young

artists and their lack of mentorship to offer a guiding presence. Simultaneously,

mid-career and established artists gave hindsight advice as if speaking to their younger

selves. Chapter 3: Tools for Self-Advocacy compiles these entries into four sections

discussing the ideal market structure young creatives should seek out as they move into

professional business spaces.

This study’s research culminates into a simple line of advice for emerging artists

everywhere: embrace the contract! New Modus Operandi: The Contract presents a case

for, and components of, an intentional record-keeping practice. Even if the artist refrains

from sharing the document with other collectors and peers, its very existence will still

provide benefits in career structure and growth over time. The greatest source of

protection an emerging artist can offer themselves is: 1. A clear understanding of the

market environment they seek to enter, and 2. Tangible proof of intention, agreement,

existence and compensation culminating in a simple document, on paper or screen. Belief

155 Layne Hubble, Artist Career Support Survey [Anonymous], Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2022, https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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in a contract's power will carry it forward without need of notarization or legal aid; its

ability lies in the intention, to abide and uphold. The contract will be a foundational point

from which an emerging artist can grow their career and develop business and marketing

comprehension skills. Belief leads the way and progression will follow.

The artist is always engaged in writing a detailed history of the future
because he is the only person aware of the nature of the present.
Wyndham Lewis (1882-1957)156

156 Tom McLuhan, “Chapter 7: Challenge and Collapse, the Nemesis of
Creativity” in Art Market Research: A Guide to Methods and Sources (Jefferson, NC:
McFarland & Company Inc. Publishers, 2014), 65.
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Illustrations

Figure 1. Question 1: Level of Artist’s Career Experience. Artist Career Support Survey by L. Hubble, Fall
2022. https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.

Figure 2. Question 2: Status of Artist’s Representation. Artist Career Support Survey by L. Hubble, Fall
2022. https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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Figure 3. Question 5: Artist Opinions on Resale Royalty Rights. Artist Career Support Survey by L. Hubble,
Fall 2022. https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.

Figure 4. Question 6: Artist Opinions on Collector Contracts. Artist Career Support Survey by L. Hubble,
Fall 2022. https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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Figure 5. Question 7: Artist Opinions on Contract Tracking. Artist Career Support Survey by L. Hubble,
Fall 2022. https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.

Figure 6. Question 8: Elements Important to Artist Career Growth and Sustainability. Artist Career
Support Survey by L. Hubble, Fall 2022. https://forms.gle/QeWByBLa5pCfsQUGA.
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Appendix A

The Scull Auction: Rauschenberg Transcript (1973)

In the heat of a market-defining single collector sale by taxi tycoons, Robert and Ethel

Scull, American painter, Robert Rauschenberg,  approaches Robert Scull from behind

with a full-bodied shove of the truly vexed.

Robert Rauschenberg: Christ’s sake! You didn’t even send me flowers!

Robert Scull: Send you flowers? Nothing happened. Where? For what? I

should have anyway…

Robert Rauschenberg: [inaudible]… markup–

Robert Scull: [Laughing] You’re right, you’re right, you’re righ–

Robert Rauschenberg: I’ve been working my ass off for you to make that profit.

Robert Scull: [Laughs] How ‘bout yours that you’re gonna sell now? I’ve

been working for you too.  We work for each other.

Both men dissolve into laughter and hug each other loosely. Robert Rauschenberg looks

apprehensive as he faces the camera.
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Appendix B

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 1
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix B (continued)

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 2
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix B (continued)

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 3
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix B (continued)

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 4
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix B (continued)

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 6 [title pg. 5; excluded]
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix B (continued)

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 7
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix B (continued)

The Artist’s Reserved Rights Transfer Sale Agreement: Page 8
(S. Siegelaub and R. Projanksy, 1981)
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Appendix C

A Brief History of Artist Resale Royalties

Referred to as resale royalty rights, resale commission rights or some variation
thereof, the concept of delineating an artist’s precise relationship to their works originated
in French Revolutionist ideals. One of the first legal provisions was droit morale, created
to protect an artist’s rights to authorship, integrity, disclosure and withdrawal; the
purposes of which were to safeguard the “Superior interests of human genius.”157 In 1914,
André Level and his Parisian art club, La Peau d’Ours (“Bearskin”), demonstrated
successful market application of both fractional ownership and resale royalties by
auctioning off over 143 avant-garde works. From Picasso’s Family of Saltimbanques
(1905), they saw a 1,050% increase on their original investment. Level gave a 20% share
of the total profit to all featured artists, a decision that was lauded by many in the art
world.158 This paved the way for droit de suite, France’s Artist Resale Right, which
provides a comprehensive 3% resale commission on fine art. The UK introduced their
own Artist Resale Right Regulations in 2006 with a sliding scale to determine royalty
compensation.159

Despite consecutive examples in Europe, the United States has made minimal
efforts to endorse a federally protected resale royalty right. In 1977 the California Resale
Royalties Act (CRRA) was the first successful attempt by a U.S. state to legally require a
5% resale royalty; in 2012, the District Court for the Central District of California ruled
that the 1977 CRRA violated the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution and
in 2018 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals nullified the act on the grounds that it was
preempted by the Copyright Act of 1976.160 In 1989, the United States signed the Berne
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, but their motivations were
for increased protection of intellectual software properties overseas, not artists at home.

160 Eileen Kinsella, “Ending a Seven-Year Dispute, a US Court Rules That Artists
Aren’t Entitled to Royalties for Artworks Resold at Auction,” Artnet, July 9th, 2018,
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/us-appeals-court-strikes-royalties-law-1314857.

159 “Artist Resale Rights: Case Studies,” DACS, accessed October 16th, 2022,
https://www.dacs.org.uk/for-artists/artists-resale-right/case-studies.

158 Arianna Richetti, “La Peau de L’Ours: Avant-Garde Art as an Investment,”
Daily Art Magazine, January 17th, 2022,
https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/la-peau-de-lours/.

157 Judith Prowda, “Chapter 5: Moral Rights” in Visual Arts and The Law: A
Handbook for Professionals (Surrey: Lund Humphries; in association with Sotheby’s
Institute of Art, 2013), 102.
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Appendix C (continued)

A Brief History of Artist Resale Royalties

Royalty rights in the 21st century have gained visibility through several
high-profile applications. Discussed in ‘The Contractual Gallery Model’ of Chapter One,
gallery owner Destinee Ross-Sutton curated the online exhibition Say It Loud (I’m Black
and Proud) with Christie’s. Using her original Ross-Sutton Agreement, artists were
provided a 15% royalty rate on sold works and 100% of the total profits. In 2022, veteran
dealer and auctioneer, Simon de Pury, hosted the virtual exhibition Women: Art in Times
of Chaos. All proceeds from the all-female, ‘white-glove’ sale were given to the artists
and their galleries. De Pury also released the identities of both bidders and underbidders
to his artists.161 The personal details of collectors, which are invaluable for understanding
an artist’s network impact, are typically kept private for exclusive use by auction houses.
The continued non-existence of resale royalty rights in the United States is a by-product
of national interests, private ownership and copyright law.

161 Eileen Kinsella, “Simon de Pury’s Daring New Auction Venture is a Bona Fide
Success, With All 16 Lots by Women Artists Sold,” Artnet News, August 25th, 2022,
https://news.artnet.com/market/simon-de-purys-bold-new-auction-venture-is-a-bona-fide-
success-with-all-16-lots-by-women-artists-sold-2165475.
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